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Executive Summary 

Last week we announced: “The Bull is dead, long life the (next) Bull.” This week we can add the SPX as in a confirmed 

bear market. That only leaves the DOW and NDX unconfirmed. With the NAZ, NYA, RUT and WLSH already in 

confirmed bear markets last week the odds are 2 to 5 for a continued bull. Nothing we would like to bet on.  

Big picture wise, the market has broken down several long term trend lines and will likely try to retest those from 

the down side, only to fail and turn south again.  

We count major a of Primary A of Cycle 2 as complete at SPX 1812 and price is now in major b, and close to 

completing intermediate a; as major b consists of three intermediate waves: a, b, c. We expect intermediate b to 

find support in the SPX 1860-1840 area, and intermediate c to reach the SPX 1940-1970 range. All waves will be 

choppy 3 waves, as the advance off the SPX 1812 low was as well (1812-1890, 1890-1860, 1860-1908 so far) 

Our long term charts are 100% bearish and our short term charts are not much better. VIX is in an uptrend, while 

market breadth did improve, but is still predominantly negative telling us most stock are still declining. 

 

As such the weight of observable evidence favors our preferred count. 

 

The market is on bear market alert. Long term investing should be focus on the 

downside and cash registers should ring to minimize any losses and/or protect 

(long) profits. 
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Elliot wave update: short term 

The market dropped 26p below our ideal wave target (SPX 1812 vs. SPX 1838), which is on a project 244p move off 

by less than 10%. In our opinion not a shabby prediction.With the break and close above SPX 1901, as outlined in 

our daily update, we now have major a confirmed. Price is now in intermediate a of major b, which will consist of 

intermediate a,b,c. Table 1 shows the ideal targets for intermediate a; and we see that SPX1908 has already been 

hit. If the market continues to drift higher SPX1938 is next. Any higher extensions and we may start to think that the 

waves are of one higher degree.  

Table 1. Corrective wave tracker.  

 

But, A drop below SPX1890 will confirm intermediate b. Depending on how high intermediate a goes, we see good 

support in the SPX1860-1840 region (see Figure 1, red “b?” and target box). Once intermediate b is in, then 

intermediate c will take the SPX into the yellow target box for major b (SPX 1925-1995), once again depending on 

the Fib-extension. 

Figure 1. SPX 15min chart: Tracking the corrective wave major b up. Blue lines show project paths (all 3s) 

 

Please note the yellow “a” label. We’ve removed the “c” label as the drop below 1840 in our opinion invalidates the 

possible triangle formation of a continued Primary IV. Sure, it is still possible, but we favor those odds now at 20%. 
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Objective Elliot Wave Cycle 2 count: Preferred count. 

Last week we showed our preferred count in the Figure 2 below: Cycle wave 1 of Super Cycle 3 peaked at SPX 2116. 

We’ve not moved the (black) major a low of the current decline, and as you can see price nailed it rather well  

Based on this chart we see resistance at the lower black uptrend line, currently at around SPX 1950 and rising. Often 

“what once was support may now act as resistance” it is a likely target for major b. In other terms: price will want to 

retest the trend channel it fell out off and fail: the trend has changed. This also happened with C1, which failed to 

bring price back above the green trend line.  

Figure 2. SPX weekly chart. Major a hit our ideal target. Now in major b of Primary A of Cycle2 

 

Continuing along this theme, we wrote last week “If we assume conservative round numbers for simplicity sake: 

major a bottoms at around SPX 1800 coming down from SPX 2100, then major b should ideally retrace 150-180p; 

back to SPX 1950-1980 over the coming weeks.” Nailed it, didn’t we? Per this count, price is now in major b of Primary 

A and if the micro-count presented on page 2 unfolds as planned, then intermediate a of major b is about to complete 

or close to completion.  
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Intermediate term  

Since price dropped clearly below the lower blue- and even the red trend line, though closed above both this week; 

the contracting diagonal for Primary IV is put on ice. Price should have bounced off these trend lines, not fall through 

like a hot knife through butter. As such we show here the project path forward in simpler terms. The first bounce 

(major b) is underway, then major c will bring the market to new lows, we assume mid-1700s to complete Primary 

A. Then a multi-month bounce, Primary B aka a sucker wave (making everybody think all is good before the rug is 

pulled out from under), back to about where major b will finish (see also the 2008 analogy; figure x) 

Figure 3. SPX weekly chart. Trend line support and resistance and projected paths forward. 

 

The only true hope for the bulls is that the yellow horizontal support at around SPX1820 held and that’s all she (the 

correction) wrote. But with 5 out of 7 markets incl. NAZ and SPX in bear markets we don’t count on this. Note how 

all TIs are pointing down, all are on sell, and all want to see lower lows going forward.  

A.I buy/sell indicator 
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In our daily update last week we showed how the current market is tracking the 2008 bear market very well, and we 

wanted to bring it back to your screen, as it continues to do so. If anything goes as planned, than we should see a 

big red day rather soon, followed by a few days of up and down before major b peaks. The black trend line connecting 

the July 2014 low, September 2015 high and December 2015 low remains our ideal target, as it did in 2008.  

Figure 4. SPX now vs 2008 bear market. Tracking well until… 

 

Note however how major c in 2008 (the move down to the March 2008 low) was only marginally below the major 

a low (SPX 1275 vs SPX 1250); so please be aware that may happen this time around as well. And, we are always 

careful of tracking a fractal for too long as at some point the market will throw a big curve ball. That may very well 

be the case right now. So use this as a rough guide, not as a path forward set in stone.  

Ps: we apologize as the Figure labeling in our 1/21 daily update was incorrect for the same figure. (In case you may 

have noticed ;-) ) 
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The daily TIs are pointing back up, wanting to see higher prices. However, price is below all most all the important 

SMAs (up to the 200d), except the 5 and 10d, so the short term trend is up (See also figure y), but the long term 

trend is down (See also figure q). Note the 38.2% retrace and S2 level (yes price is well below the 2nd support level…) 

are at 1925, 1936, respectively and would fit as targets for intermediate a if it desires to extend (1.00x a is at SPX 

1938). Price managed to get above the lower blue support trend lines and we expect these to hold for intermediate 

b; as a launch pad for intermediate a. Note the none-ideal A.I. buy signal (dotted vertical line) as all 3 TIs making up 

the A.I. are now pointing up and moved up on Thursday, but only 2 were <20. That’s a b-wave signal (see prior sigals). 

The yellow ascending trend line is the same as the black trend line shown in figure 5 and drops at about 3p/week. 

By the end of next week it will thus be at ~SPX 1970. It falls right in our 38-62% retrace target with an ideal of 50%. 

We expect the RSI5 to become oversold and the FSTO to hit 50 for major b. So watch those TIs  

Figure 5. Daily SPX TI chart: TIs pointing up, none-ideal A.I. buy signal = b-wave. Red circle is ideal major b target 

 

A.I buys/sell indicator 
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Market breadth 

Market breadth, as measured by the McClellan Oscillators for the SPX, NYA and NAZ improved on Friday and closed 

slightly positive for the former index, but the latter two still have negative breadth, showing that the rally was good, 

but not mind-blowing (still more stocks were decline than advancing for those two indices). This is a sign of 

improving, but still weak breadth. As with the prior b-wave (to SPX 2082 in December) we expect market breadth to 

reach 40-60 for major b at the most, before turning south again. The bigger picture Summation Indices (Sis) should 

then at the major c low set up positive divergence with the major a low, signaling the larger Primary B bounce will 

then start. Though that will be weeks from now; forearmed is forewarned.  

Figure 6. SPXMO, NYMO and NAMO: improving but still weak.  
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Miscellaneous  

To better exemplify the current state of the market, but taking out all the noise, our long term simple moving 

averages chart (LT-SMAs) shows how it turned bearish in August last year and never recovered. It is now in full blown 

bear market mode: the bigger trend is down. This bearish set up was last seen in late-2011 and prior to that early 

2008 (not shown). However in 011 price was above the SMAs, in 2008 it was below. Currently price is far below the 

SMAs, thus favoring the 2008 scenario. The short term simple moving averages chart (ST-SMA) doesn’t paint a much 

better picture. Also here all SMAs are pointing down and almost all are below the baseline SMA (dotted line), with 

price only above the two fastest SMAs.  

Figure 7. LT-SMA chart remains 100% bearish.                              ST-SMA chart almost 100% bearish  

 

 

For those “playing” the VIX. In our last daily update we noticed that VIX was dropping back to its 20d SMA and the 

mid-line of the green uptrend channel it is in. BINGO  . We expect either of the two to hold short term. VIX may 

drop to the lower trend line for intermediate c of major b. However, clearly the longer term trend is up for VIX 

Figure 8. VIX daily chart: as predicted VIX falling back to its 20d SMA and mid-trend line.  
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How to trade this market? 

We wanted to restate this section as bear markets are tricky to trade especially since b-waves can sucker even the 

most stoic of us into thinking the market will continue to go up. Instead those are the rallies that need to be sold. 

Please see for example the SPY vs SPX chart. What we see is on Friday the SPY chart correctly shows it was mostly a 

flat day in the cash market after a gap-open due to the overnight futures, whereas the SPX shows a more impressive 

rally. In fact, SPY opened at $189.78 and closed at $190.52; cash market rose less than 75c open to close and $1.88 

at the most intraday (less than 1% max)…  

Figure 9. SPY vs SPX. The rally on the SPX doesn’t look as confining on the SPY. 

 

For those who want to trade bear markets, the core position should either be shorts, inverse ETFs or put options for 

those who want to make money to the downside. More aggressive traders can “buy the dips and sell the rips” to 

make money to the upside. Don’t hang on to those longs for too long, as you could easily wake up one morning with 

price well below any stop loss level. Conservative investors should be in cash, which they already should have been 

once our Long Term Simple Moving Averages (LT-SMA) charts turned bearish August/September last year and which 

we’ve stated time and again over the past months. 

With the preferred count we suggest any long positions still held should be sold in the anticipated bounce, and the 

bounce should then be shorted. Note that with a bear market target of SPX 1400-1200 there is still plenty of 

downside to be had. In fact, we are only at the very beginning of a bear, and you’ve been forewarned in ample time 

in our opinion. 

We do not recommend taking on big long term long positions, but only small, short term positions to profit on the 

bounces if one desires to do so.  

Long term investors who prefer cash should re-enter the market when our LT-SMA chart turns bullish again. It did 

that for the first time in 2009 when the market was at SPX 1000…  

Please note that nobody knows how exactly this bear market will unfold and how its characteristics will be. Each 

bear is unique, so is each bull. What we do know is that in bear markets the long term trend is down, and long term 

positions should thus be hold accordingly. We can’t recommend other vehicles such as bonds or gold as those do 

not necessarily go up in bear markets. As we showed in our Thanks Giving Special: gold and the stock market are 

most of the time not related at all; neither inversely. However, for now we believe oil is a good intermediate term 

play for longs. 

 

ALOHA 

Soul, Ph.D. 

This is not trading advice, but for informational purposes only.  


